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PREPPER PETE PREPARES
An Introduction to Prepping for Kids
Kermit Jones Jr. debuts his original children’s book on prepping. Prepper Pete Prepares is the first of its kind - a
series of "how to prepare" books for children in the prepper/survivalist genre. Designed to educate children in a
language where they can be taught and entertained at the same time, the series highlights a handful of reasons
to prepare in a simplistic, non-threatening manner. The first book is written with a balance where both
preppers and non-preppers can find a common ground.
Prepper Pete is an ant who decides he and his family need to be better prepared, and he
starts prepping for a variety of reasons. He stores extra food, learns useful skills, and
gets ready for the unknown... just in case. He also purchases a gun and ammunition for
hunting and home defense, all the while tucking his kids in at night, assuring them that
they can sleep better because they are prepared.
What is Prepper Pete’s message? "Some people prepare because they are afraid. Our
family doesn’t have to be afraid… because we are prepared!"
Preparedness and Survival bloggers have expressed a great interest in the Prepper Pete
series with over five dozen requests for pre-publication copies. The eagerly anticipated first in the series of
books will be available through all major book retailers on November 12, 2013, though copies may be preordered online.
Author interviews have already been scheduled with several popular sites such as "The Survival Podcast,"
"Backdoor Survival," and more.
Kermit Jones Jr. is a realistic prepper who is happily married and the father of four wonderful little girls. He
created Prepper Pete to help his daughters understand prepping in a fun and non-scary manner after his initial
research revealed no prepper books currently exist that are designed for children.
In doing so, he has created an avenue with "Prepper Pete & Friends" to explain endless possibilities!
Read more at www.PrepperPeteAndFriends.com.
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